We extended the representation of light propagation through birefringent media on the Poincaré sphere to the case of oblique incidence. The developed representation was used to design a wide viewing-angle compensation foil for a bi-level TN-LCD.
Introduction
For the simulation of optical phenomena in liquid crystal displays, one often prefers fast computer algorithms without detailed information above correct but complicated calculations. Therefore the extended Jones calculus is often chosen, rather than the 4x4 Berreman method, when simulations regarding viewingangle problems are to be performed. Using the extended Jones calculus a simulation program can be written which calculates the most adequate compensation foil for a certain application. The disadvantage of this method is that it gives no insight into the origin of viewing-angle problems in LCD's, nor in the design of compensation foils. The aim of this article is to extend the Poincaré representation method, which is a geometrical method that can be used to study the transmission through birefringent media of normally incident light [1, 2] , for the case of oblique incidence. By making appropriate conventions it is possible to use the extended Poincaré representation to improve viewingangle properties of LCD's by means of compensation foils.
Extension of Poincaré representation for oblique incidence

Conventions
Snellius' law indicates that in a birefringent medium, for oblique incidence the wave vector of the ordinary wave is different from the wave vector of the extra-ordinary wave. This makes it more difficult to calculate the polarization state of the propagating light at a certain point in the birefringent medium. In the small birefringence approximation [3] k o , the reference frame for polarisation changes with the viewing direction. So in principle for each viewing direction a new sphere has to be drawn! As we are only interested in the transmission through the LCD we first should take a look at the expression for the relative transmission. It can be proven that even for oblique incidence the relative transmission is given by
where β is the spherical angle between the representation point of the polarised light before the analyser and the representation point of the analyser. Both representation points are normally defined with respect to the s direction. The analyser's representation point is on the equator, with azimuth 2ψ a , this is twice the angle between the o axis and the s axis (figure 1). We take as a convention to rotate the different spheres for different viewing-angles about the pole axis in such a way that all representation points of the analyser (which varies because s varies with k o ) coincide. By using this convention one can easily see the influence of inclination angle or azimuthal angle variation on the transmission of an LCD! For the sake of clarity, we neglect reflections at the interfaces of consecutive slabs [3] . If we should take reflections into account we must transform the sphere to a smaller sphere for the amplitude of the light wave reduces, also the ratio of the Jones vector components changes, which results in a more complicated transformation on the sphere.
Slab of homogeneous birefringent material
Many uniaxial retardation foils are homogeneous, which means all the molecules in the foil have the same orientation. Such birefringent films can be characterised by two angles: the tilt of the optical axis π θ / 2 − c and the orientation of the optical axis towards a reference direction on the glass substrates φ c . One can prove the effect of a homogeneous birefringent slab resorts in a pure rotation of the polarisation state about the optical axis' representation point over an angle
By performing simple trigonometry on the sphere one can derive the expression for transmission as calculated by Pauwels et al. [4] . Mind that both representation point Ψ and retardation Γ depend on the viewing-angle 
Viewing-angle compensation via Poincaré representation
Influence of a compensation layer on the polarisation curves of an LCD Before we use the Poincaré sphere to design a compensation foil, we will investigate the influence of an existing wide viewing-angle compensation foil structure on the Poincaré representation of the exit polarisation states. The compensation exists of the application of two uniaxial o-type layers with negative birefringence, each on one side of the TN-LC-layer.
The conoscopic contrast plots of the uncompensated and of the compensated TN-LCD are shown in figure 3 . The symmetry in the conoscopic contrast plot of the compensated TN-LCD is due to an adequate choice of tilt and orientation of the two compensation foils.
The compensated LCD has very good contrast properties in one viewing direction (ϕ=135°(+180°)). Figure 4 shows polarisation curves of the on and off state of both LCD's on the Poincaré sphere. With each curve one azimuth angle ϕ corresponds. The inclination varies along the curves from 0° to 40°. The curves intersect at inclination 0°, i.e. at perpendicular viewing direction. The conoscopic diagram of the compensated Design of a compensation foil with the use of the sphere of Poincaré
Our aim is to design with the Poincaré sphere, a compensation foil which increases contrast ratio in two diametrical opposite azimuthal directions, by adding homogeneous retardation layers between the LC-layer and the analyser. As a consequence the conoscopic diagram will not remain symmetrical.
As can be seen on figure 4 , the Poincaré representation points for perpendicular incidence of the 90°,180° or 270° with it. By varying the tilt θ c of the film and the retardation value we must now try to bring the polarisation curves of the on state to an area close to the opposite point of the analyser representation point.
The best way to determine the most appropriate tilt θ c is to project the polarisation curves of the on state on the equatorial Poincaré plane. Considering one azimuthal angle ϕ (i.e. one curve) and one inclination angle θ (i.e. one point on the curve) we can determine what value we would like the representation point Ψ of the compensation foil to have for that viewing-angle k o (θ,ϕ) . That way a certain profile Ψ(θ,ϕ) can be derived, which the compensation layer must try to match by varying the tilt θ c of the layer. Because the matching has to be done by varying one parameter it's not possible to perform a decent compensation in all viewing directions. Therefore in the following we concentrate on two well chosen azimuthal directions (ϕ and ϕ +180° ), which we will refer to as the horizontal viewing direction (HA). The sign of the retardation determines in which sense the polarisation evolves on the circle while propagating through the compensation foil. The value of the retardation determines the total rotation angle. The result of the compensation is shown in figure 5. The vertical viewing direction curves (VA) are also represented. The conoscopic contrast plot (figure 6) shows that the developed F 2 f 1 TN-LCD has a large horizontal viewing-angle. Although the compensation is very effective the conoscopic diagram of the developed F 2 f 1 TN-LCD is no longer symmetrical, because we added compensation foils at only one side of the LClayer.
Conclusion
We extended the Poincaré representation of propagation of light through birefringent media for oblique incidence. This representation allows to obtain insight into viewing-angle dependency of birefringent layers. In designing compensation foils it helps us to determine the orientation of compensation layer, the sign of the retardation, the tilt. In the near future, we hope to extend this representation to more complicated compensation methods. 
